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WHAT RAPID PACIFIC GROUP CAN DO 
FOR YOU?

Rapid Pacifi c Group off ers a wide variety of stock 
patterns as well as an array of custom options to suit 
most applications. With an extensive range of stock 
kept locally in our Townsville branch, Rapid Pacifi c Group 
is committed to providing you with the right solution 
to your perforated needs with a strong focus on quick 
turnaround and competitive pricing. 

Our Australian supplier’s custom capabilities means 
that Rapid Pacifi c Group can off er you sheets made to 
size in either stock patterns or specifi c patterns to your 
requirements. Whether you need unperforated margins, 
bolt holes, folded sheets or notches, Rapid Pacifi c Group 
is your reliable and experienced partner. 

WHY SHOULD I USE PERFORATED METAL?

Perforated metal is an extremely versatile product that 
can be used for industrial, commercial, architectural and 
private applications.  

Rapid Pacifi c Group off er a number of perforated options 
in various patterns, open areas, material thickness and 
material type. Options found on page 4 and 5 are stock 
patterns, however, our forever growing capabilities 
means that we are able to cater to your requirements 
whether it be for a design or functional use. 

Examples of applications where perforated plate 
could be utilised:

 Carpark screens
 Sunscreens
 Decorative panels
 Balustrade infi ll panels
 Facades
 Acoustic sound barriers 
 Sifting panels
 Machine protection screens
 Baking and drying trays
 Filters
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THINGS TO REMEMBER WHEN PLACING 
YOUR ENQUIRY

To ensure we can assist you as accurately as possible, 
we encourage you to provide drawings and/or as much 
detailed information as possible. 

Below is a guideline of things you may need to consider 
when choosing perforated metal for your next project.

What Perforated pattern would you like? 

This includes hole size, pitch, required open area and 
material thickness. Standard patterns can be found on 
page 4 & 5 of this brochure.  

What is your preferred material?

 Mild steel (MS) 
 Galvabond (GB)
 Stainless steel (SS) 
 Aluminium (AL)
 Zinc anneal (ZA)

Contact us to discuss our capabilities on perforating 
other materials such as colorbond. 

Do you wish to use stock sheets or would you like to 
allow for borders/ folding/ rolling etc?

Utilising stock sheets can be a cost eff ective alternative 
to custom making panels for your project, however, 
adding detail such as borders and/or folds can give your 
product a pristine quality fi nish. Drawings or details 
such as border size and/or degree of folds required are 
essential.

Do you wish to add a fi nish coating to your 
perforated panels? 

We can provide you with fi nishes such as powder 
coated, anodised or galvanised. 

Need Help?
If you are unable to supply all of this information Rapid 
Pacifi c Groups experienced team are able to off er 
suggestions for your consideration. 
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CODE KEY EXAMPLE

GB  R  06  95  30
GB  = Material type in this instance its galvabond

R  = Type of hole: The R stands for Round hole 

06  = Hole size. 06 is a 6.35mm hole size  

95  = Pitch. 95 is a 9.53mm pitch 

30  = Material thickness. 30 stands for 3.0mm thick



DIA: 1.6mm  PITCH: 3.2mm  OA:23%
CODE: GBR013210

DIA: 4.76mm  PITCH: 7.92mm  OA:33%
CODE: MSR047916
CODE: ALR047920

DIA: 2.43mm  PITCH: 9.53mm  OA:11%
CODE: ZAACOUSTIC
CODE: GBACOUSTIC

DIA: 4.76mm  PITCH: 6.35mm  OA:51%
CODE: MSR046310
CODE: GBR046310
CODE: MSR046316
CODE: GBR046316
CODE: SSR046309
CODE: SSR046315
CODE: SSR046315316

DIA: 3.25mm  PITCH: 4.78mm  OA:46%
CODE: MSR034710
CODE: MSR034716
CODE: MSR034730
CODE: SSR034709
CODE: SSR034715

DIA: 2.06mm  PITCH: 3.1mm  OA:41%
CODE: ZAR023175
CODE: MSR023110
CODE: SSR023107
CODE: SSR023109

DIA: 1.6mm  PITCH: 2.54mm  OA:36%
CODE: SSR012507
CODE: GBR012508

DIA: 2.41mm  PITCH: 3.66mm  OA:40%
CODE: GBR023616

DIA: 3.25mm  PITCH: 5.59mm  OA:30%
CODE: GBR035506
CODE: MSR035510
CODE: MSR035516
CODE: GBR035516
CODE: SSR035515
CODE: SSR035515316
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Note:

 Stock sheets in galvabond, mild steel and stainless steel sheeting are 2440 x 1220mm
 Stock sheets in Aluminium are 2400 x 1200mm
 Borders and alternative sizes can be created by custom order. 
 All patterns within this brochure are to scale. 



DIA: 10.0mm  PITCH: 15.0mm  OA:40%
CODE: MSR101516
CODE: GBR101516
CODE: MSR101530
CODE: SSR101515

DIA: 19.0mm  PITCH: 25.4mm  OA:51%
CODE: MSR0192530

DIA: 6.35mm  PITCH: 8.89mm  OA:46%
CODE: MSR068816
CODE: ALR068830

DIA: 6.35mm  PITCH: 9.55mm  OA:40%
CODE: MSR069516
CODE: GBR069516
CODE: MSR069530
CODE: SSR069515

DIA: 8.0mm  PITCH: 10.0mm  OA:59%
CODE: MSR061016
CODE: GBR081016

DIA: 12.0mm  PITCH: 17.0mm  OA:45%
CODE: MSR121716
CODE: GBR121716
CODE: MSR121730
CODE: SSR121715
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NON SLIP FLOORING – PERFORATED
Along with Rapid Pacifi c Groups extensive range of industrial fl ooring, we 
can also supply stock sheets of non-slip perforated fl ooring.

This product possesses a raised fl ange hole which gives the product a 360 
degree non slip ability. This is a perfect addition when providing a fl ooring 
solution where foot traffi  c is necessary in all directions. 
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SPECIAL MAKE PERFORATED SHEETS

LOUVER 1

19.05mm x 3.18mm SLOTTED PATTERN

PETALS

LOUVER 2

12mm SQUARE PATTERN

SLOTTED RAISED

MOSAIC
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UNLIMITED POSSIBILITES 

There are many reasons you may wish to take 
advantage of our custom options. 

 Create one off  pieces
 Have made to size sheets to suit your project
 Add bolt holes for easy fi xing 
 Add borders for an immaculate fi nish
 Add folds 
 Create raked panels for stair balustrades or unique 
 feature panels 

Our constantly expanding capabilities means Rapid 
Pacifi c Group can work with you to make your vision a 
reality. Contact us to see what’s new for Rapid Pacifi c 
Group and discuss your requirements.

CREATIVE IMAGES 
THROUGH PERFORATION

Looking for a one off  design piece that makes your 
project stand out? 

Urban themes and lifestyle images have become quite 
popular with many designers. By using images and 
patterns of your own preference, Rapid Pacifi c Group 
can recreate the image using perforated metal. 

Even though this product is a bold statement on its 
own; when used as a façade the product doubles as an 
eff ective sunscreen and allows ventilation. On a smaller 
scale this product can also act as eye-catching signage 
or fencing. 

The possibilities are truly endless. Send us your ideas 
today and we can help turn it into a long lasting unique 
statement piece.



TOWNSVILLE
P. (07) 4766 87 40
F. (07) 4789 4851

54-62 Enterprise Street, 
Bohle QLD 4818

MELBOURNE
P. (03) 8405 3609
F. (03) 9401 5440
sales@rapidperf.com.au

71 Yale Drive, Epping VIC 3076

PROUDLY AUSTRALIAN OWNED

sales@rapidpacifi c.com.au

estimating@rapidpacifi c.com.au

www.rapidpacifi c.com.au

SYDNEY
P. (02) 8292 1104
F. (02) 9829 2542
sales.nsw@rapidperf.com.au

Unit 4, 17 Moorlands Road, 
Ingleburn NSW 2565                             


